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de Miguel-Fernández et al.

REVIEW

Control strategies used in lower limb exoskeletons
for gait rehabilitation after brain injury: a
systematic review and analysis of clinical
effectiveness
Jesús de Miguel-Fernández1,2, Joan Lobo-Prat3, Erik Prinsen4, Josep M. Font-Llagunes1,2,3 and Laura
Marchal-Crespo5,6*

Abstract

Background: In the past decade, there has been substantial progress in the development of robotic controllers
that specify how lower-limb exoskeletons should interact with brain-injured patients. However, it is still an open
question which exoskeleton control strategies can more effectively stimulate motor function recovery. Within
this review, we aim to complement previous literature surveys on the topic of exoskeleton control for gait
rehabilitation by: (1) Providing an updated structured framework of current control strategies, (2) Analyzing
the methodology of clinical validations used in the robotic interventions, and (3) Reporting the potential
relation between the employed control strategies and clinical outcomes.

Methods: Four databases were searched using database-specific search terms from 2000 to September 2020.
We identified 1648 articles, of which 159 were included and evaluated in full-text. We included studies that
clinically evaluated the effectiveness of the exoskeleton on impaired participants, and which clearly explained or
referenced the implemented control strategy.

Results: (1) We found that adaptive assistive control (100 % of exoskeletons) that followed rule-based
algorithms (72 %) based on ground reaction force thresholds (63 %) in conjunction with trajectory-tracking
control (97 %) were the most implemented control strategies. (2) Regarding the clinical validations used in the
robotic interventions, we found high variability on the experimental protocols and outcome metrics selected.
(3) With moderate grade of evidence, associated to the high heterogeneity in the experimental protocol and
low number of studies, we found that adaptive control strategies, which followed threshold-based or adaptive
oscillator algorithms together with trajectory-tracking control, resulted in the highest improvements on clinical
outcomes for people with stroke.

Conclusions: Despite the efforts to develop novel more effective controllers for gait neurorehabilitation, the
current level of evidence on the effectiveness of the different control strategies on clinical outcomes is still low.
There is a clear lack of standardization in the experimental protocols leading to high levels of heterogeneity.
Standardized comparisons among control strategies analyzing the relation between control parameters and
biomechanical metrics will fill this gap to better guide future technical developments. The most promising
controllers seem to be those that adapt to key biomechanical descriptors based on the patients’ specific
pathology.

Keywords: Powered Exoskeleton; Gait Rehabilitation; Lower-limb; Brain Injury; Stroke; Cerebral Palsy;
Literature synthesis
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Background 1

Brain injuries, e.g., stroke, cerebral palsy (CP), and 2

traumatic brain injury, are one of the major causes 3

of death and disability worldwide [1]. The global in- 4

cidence of stroke increases by more than 13.7 million 5
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new cases each year [2], and is the third leading cause6

of disability worldwide [3]. The prevalence of cerebral7

palsy is estimated to be from nearly 2 to nearly 3 per8

1,000 newborns worldwide [4, 5]. Traumatic brain in-9

jury is another leading cause of disability around the10

globe, with 69 million survivors every year [6].11

Difficulty standing and walking is one of the major12

consequences of brain injuries. For instance, over 6313

% of stroke survivors suffer from half-mild to severe14

motor and cognitive disabilities [7], and 30-36 % are15

unable to walk without assistive aids [8, 9]. This re-16

sults in loss of independent mobility and limits commu-17

nity participation and social integration, which causes18

secondary health conditions [10]. People with different19

brain injuries can exhibit common motor impairments,20

like paralysis, spasticity, or abnormal muscle synergies,21

leading to compensatory movements and gait asymme-22

tries [11–15]. This pathological gait hinders a skilful,23

comfortable, safe, and metabolically efficient ambula-24

tion [16].25

The recovery process after a brain injury takes26

months to years and neurological impairments can be27

permanent [17]. There is strong evidence that early, in-28

tensive, and repetitive task- and goal-oriented training,29

which is progressively adapted to the patient’s level30

of impairment and rehabilitation stage, can improve31

functional ambulatory outcomes [11, 18–23]. However,32

due to limited resources and the heterogeneity of im-33

pairment, it is challenging for physiotherapists to pro-34

vide the required intensity and dose of training, while35

extracting quantitative information to maximize func-36

tional walking ability for a specific patient.37

Robotics can play a promising role in gait rehabilita-38

tion for people with brain injuries. Robots allow per-39

formance of wide range of tasks –e.g., walking, sitting40

up/down, or walking on a slope– with high intensity.41

Some robotic controllers might also promote patients’42

active participation and engagement during the train-43

ing process, e.g., by varying the level of the assistive44

force [24,25]. High repeatability and intensity of train-45

ing, together with patients’ engagement, have been46

listed as crucial factors to induce neural plasticity and47

motor learning [26–28]. Importantly, clinical evidence48

suggests that combining robotic and conventional re-49

habilitation training positively impacts the ability to50

walk independently, walking speed, and walking capac-51

ity, although there is still no solid evidence about the52

superiority of robotic rehabilitation over conventional53

therapy [29–33].54

Lower-limb exoskeletons promote task-oriented repet-55

itive movements, muscle strengthening, and move-56

ment coordination, which have shown to positively57

impact energy efficiency, gait speed, and balance con-58

trol [34, 35]. Exoskeletons, compared to other robotic59

solutions, e.g., patient-guided suspension systems and 60

end-effector devices, allow for full control of the leg 61

joint angles and torques, and are the preferred so- 62

lutions for training brain-injured patients who suffer 63

from severe disabilities [36]. Thereby, we consider that 64

focusing on exoskeleton technology is a wide and rich 65

enough topic to extract conclusions on the clinical ef- 66

fectiveness of the control strategies in the broad group 67

of brain-injured patients [37–39]. 68

The interest on lower-limb exoskeletons for gait re- 69

habilitation has increased exponentially in the last 70

years, which is reflected in the considerable number 71

of reviews published within the last decade [38,40–60]. 72

However, the majority of these reviews focus on hard- 73

ware, while only a few of them analyzed the control 74

strategies implemented on lower limb exoskeletons and 75

their effects on walking function in people with brain 76

injuries [38, 41, 42, 54–60]. Yet, the control strategy – 77

as ergonomics and robot actuation– might play a key 78

role on the effectiveness of the robotic treatment [61]. 79

As in every biological system, control rules are essen- 80

tial to modulate every action attending to internal and 81

external factors [62]. 82

We found a few literature surveys that focused 83

on control strategies for lower-extremity exoskeletons: 84

Baud et al. and Li et al. categorised the control strate- 85

gies and actuation systems implemented on lower-limb 86

exoskeletons [41,42]; Chen et al. presented a review on 87

wearable hip exoskeletons for gait rehabilitation and 88

human performance augmentation that addressed ac- 89

tuation system technologies and control strategies [57]; 90

Zhang et al. presented a review on lower-limb ex- 91

oskeletons offering details about actuation systems, 92

high-level control, and human-robot synchronization 93

tools [38]; Tucker et al. [55] reviewed several control 94

strategies, gait pattern recognition, and biofeedback 95

approaches for lower extremity robotic prosthetics and 96

orthotics. Finally, a recent systematic review on wear- 97

able ankle rehabilitation robots for post-stroke reha- 98

bilitation focused on actuation technologies, gait event 99

detection, control strategies, and the clinical effects of 100

the robotic intervention [59]. 101

In this systematic review, we aim at complementing 102

previous literature surveys by providing an updated 103

structured framework of current control strategies, an- 104

alyzing the methodology of clinical validations used 105

in the robotic interventions, and reporting the poten- 106

tial relation between the employed control strategies 107

and clinical outcomes. In this literature survey we seek 108

to answer the following three research questions: (1) 109

Which control strategies have been used on powered 110

lower limb exoskeletons for people with brain injuries?, 111

(2) What are the experimental protocols and outcome 112
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metrics used in the clinical validation of robotic inter-113

ventions?, and (3) What is the current clinical evidence114

on the effectiveness of the different control strategies?115

Methods116

Search Strategy117

To answer the first research question –i.e., which con-118

trol strategies have been used on powered lower limb119

exoskeletons for people with brain injuries?– we con-120

ducted a literature search on the 17th of Septem-121

ber 2020, including English-language studies pub-122

lished from January 2000 to September 2020 in four123

databases: Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed, and124

IEEE Xplore. The search included the following key-125

words: (“brain injury” OR “cerebral” OR “palsy”126

OR “stroke” OR “hemipare*” OR “hemiplegi*” OR127

“CVA” OR “cerebrovascular accident” OR “cerebral128

infarct” OR “cerebral hemorrhage” OR “ABI” OR129

“acquired brain injury” OR “motor learning” OR130

“neuroplasticity” OR “neural plasticity” OR “neu-131

roplastic”) AND ((“lower” AND (“limb*” OR “ex-132

tremit*”)) OR “walk*” OR “ambulat*” OR “gait”)133

AND (“power*” OR “active” OR “robot*” OR “wear-134

able”) AND ( “assistive” OR “exo*” OR “exosuit”135

OR “exo-suit” OR “brace*” OR “ortho*”) AND “con-136

trol*”.137

The search query led to 1648 studies (991 after re-138

moving duplicates). After a title and abstract screen-139

ing, the number of studies was reduced to 255. Then,140

a full-text screening process was carried out with the141

following criteria: studies should (1) involve active or-142

thoses/exoskeletons for lower-limb training, (2) pro-143

vide technical details about the control strategy used,144

(3) validate the device on people with a brain injury,145

and (4) report biomechanical or clinical outcome met-146

rics that allow for a comparison among different con-147

trol strategies. The last condition was associated with148

the analysis of the clinical methodology followed in149

robotic interventions. After the full-text screening, a150

total of 159 publications were included in this review151

(see Figure 1), with a total of 43 different lower limb152

exoskeletons. The resulting studies will be used to an-153

swer the first two research questions outlined in this154

review. See Additional file 1 for a detailed list of the155

studies included.156

Clinical Comparison157

To answer the third research question –i.e., what is158

the current clinical evidence on the effectiveness of the159

different control strategies?– we conducted a stricter160

screening of the 159 publications focusing on the stud-161

ies that performed an assessment before and after162

the robotic intervention; the studies that focused only163

on assessments during the robotic intervention while164

wearing the robotic device, or only immediately after a 165

single training session were not included. This screen- 166

ing resulted in 73 publications (see Figure 1). 167

To perform an unbiased clinical comparison between 168

different exoskeleton controllers, we subdivided the 169

participants with stroke and CP into different sub- 170

groups, based on their impairment level and/or acuity 171

before the robotic intervention. For the stroke group, 172

we used three levels of acuity: acute (≤ 2 weeks from 173

stroke onset), subacute (≤ 6 months from stroke on- 174

set), and chronic (> 6 months from stroke onset). In 175

the case of CP, we followed the four levels of the Gross 176

Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) [63]. 177

Applying a final screening process, we only compared 178

controllers tested with participants that shared simi- 179

lar levels of impairment before the robotic treatment, 180

i.e., similar scores in Functional Ambulation Category 181

(FAC) and in the metrics mentioned in subsection Out- 182

comes of interest for the clinical comparison. This re- 183

sulted in the exclusion of six studies on people with 184

acute [64], subacute [64–69] and chronic [69] stroke. 185

This final screening process led to 73 studies of which 186

57 studies included stroke survivors (78.08 % of the 187

studies) and 16 children/adults with CP (21.91 % of 188

the studies). From the 57 studies that analyzed the 189

benefits of robotic exoskeleton lower-limb training on 190

stroke survivors, five studies included participants with 191

acute stroke, 13 studies with subacute stroke, and 42 192

studies with chronic stroke. From the 16 studies with 193

children/adults with CP, five studies included partici- 194

pants with GMFCS I, 15 studies with GMFCS II, 12 195

studies with GMFCS III, and four studies with GM- 196

FCS IV. Note that the total number of studies is not 197

equal to the sum of the studies divided per level of 198

impairment and/or acuity as, in some studies, par- 199

ticipants were pooled together independently of their 200

acuity and GMFCS levels. See Additional file 2 for a 201

detailed list of the studies included in the clinical anal- 202

ysis. 203

To further analyze, compare, and discuss the effec- 204

tiveness of different control strategies, we also took 205

into consideration: (1) the grade of evidence based on 206

the type of intervention –e.g., (randomized) clinical tri- 207

als or observational studies–, (2) the training duration 208

of the robotic treatment –e.g., number of repetitions, 209

number of sessions, and frequency of the training–, and 210

(3) the number of participants who trained with each 211

type of control. 212

Following the guidelines presented in [70,71], we con- 213

sidered that a study had a high level of evidence (level 214

I study) when it was a Randomized Clinical Trial 215

(RCT). When the study was a Clinical Trial (CT), 216

we considered that its level of evidence was moderate 217

(level II study). And finally, the level of evidence of 218
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Records identified through databases

(n =1648)

Databases: Scopus: n= 547; WoS n= 543; PubMed  n= 326; IEEE Xplore: 

n = 232

Duplicates removed (n= 657)

Screening for title and abstract

(n= 991)

Irrelevant studies (n= 736)

Full text screening

(n= 255)

Studies included in technical synthesis

(n = 159)

Study did no meet inclusion criteria

(n= 96)

Reasons for exclusion: Passive orthoses/Pathology not specified/not 

brain injury/ control strategy not clearly explained: n =11; Not validate 

the device on people with brain injuries: n= 78; Not provide enough 

biomechanical outcome metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

robotic treatment: n=7

Studies included in clinical synthesis per main 

pathologies

(n = 73)

Stroke: 

Acute (n = 5); Subacute (n = 13); Chronic (n=42)

CP: 

GMFCS I (n = 5); GMFCS II (n = 15);

GMFCS III (n=12);  GMFCS IV (n = 4)

Study did no meet inclusion criteria

per main pathologies

(n = 86)

Stroke: 

Acute (n = 1); Subacute (n = 20); Chronic (n=51)

CP: 

GMFCS I (n = 9); GMFCS II (n = 12);

GMFCS III (n=8);  GMFCS IV (n = 2)

Reason for exclusion: Intervention (study design); participants (different 

level of initial impairment)
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Figure 1 PRISMA flowchart for identification and screening of eligible studies for the current review. The total number of studies is
not equal to the sum of the studies divided per level of impairment and/or acuity as, in some studies, participants were pooled
together independently of their acuity or GMFCS levels.
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observational studies was considered as low (level III219

study). The grade of evidence of the clinical effects of220

the robotic treatment was considered as strong when221

there was a preponderance of level I and/or level II222

studies that supported the result –this must include at223

least one level I study. The grade of evidence was con-224

sidered as moderate when there was a preponderance225

of level II and/or level III studies that supported the226

result –this must include at least one level II study.227

Finally, the evidence was graded as weak when only228

level III studies supported the result.229

Outcomes of interest for the clinical comparison230

The selected outcome measures of interest are based on231

those recommended by surveys and studies that eval-232

uated stroke and CP rehabilitation [72–78]. Based on233

the literature, we have selected the following metrics234

to evaluate the effectiveness of different control meth-235

ods on stroke survivors: Berg Balance Scale (BBS),236

10 Meter Walk Test (10MWT), 6 Minute Walk Test237

(6MWT), Timed-Up and Go (TUG), Fugl-Meyer As-238

sessment (FMA), and Functional Independence Mea-239

sure (FIM) –this last one only for acute stroke. To eval-240

uate the effectiveness of the control strategies on lower-241

limb rehabilitation of participants with CP, we selected242

the following scales: Gross Motor Function Measure243

(GMFM)-66/88 dimensions D and E, 10MWT, and244

6MWT.245

Control Strategies Taxonomy246

To analyze the state of the art of control strategies for247

lower limb exoskeletons in rehabilitation, we propose248

a hierarchical classification of control methods based249

on an adapted version of the categorization presented250

in [55]. The hierarchy establishes three different lev-251

els: High-level control, Mid-level control, and Low-level252

control (see Figure 2).253

High-level controllers are defined as control254

strategies that identify the human’s volitional intent255

and select the appropriate exoskeleton response be-256

haviour. The exoskeleton Mid-level control reacts to257

the current state of the user and defines the reference258

position or force that the robot should follow based on259

the control aim and the state estimated by the human-260

robot synchronization algorithm (both embedded in261

the High-level control) and the sensors measurements.262

The Low-level control tries to achieve the desired263

state determined by the Mid-level controller by apply-264

ing feedforward or feedback control. In this systematic265

review, we have focused on High- and Mid-level con-266

trollers since they are highly related to exoskeleton267

use, while Low-level controllers are directly linked to268

the hardware and can be applied in other types of269

robots [41].270

High-level control 271

A High-level control system provides a command that 272

modifies the state of the actuation system in order 273

to provide assistance or resistance to the user, de- 274

pending on the control aim [79–81] (see Figure 3.A). 275

The control aim varies the purpose of the exoskele- 276

ton based on the desired treatment approach. Assis- 277

tive High-level controllers facilitate functional training 278

by supporting the users’ movements to complete the 279

task –e.g., sit-to-stand [82], achieve stability during 280

the loading response of the gait [83], or plantarflex- 281

ion assistance in late stance [84]. It is thought that 282

passively guiding movements may improve gait perfor- 283

mance [85–87], especially in those suffering from severe 284

impairment [55,88]. Additionally, passively mobilizing 285

the affected limbs allows for stretching the muscles 286

and might reduce spasticity [89], provides somatosen- 287

sory stimulation that facilitates restoring normative 288

patterns of motor output [87], and importantly, pro- 289

vides an environment for safe, high intensity, and mo- 290

tivating locomotion training. Yet, active participation 291

is crucial for neuroplasticity [90, 91]. For this reason, 292

control strategies for people with brain injuries need 293

to guarantee the patient’s empowerment by providing 294

progressive and tailored assistance or resistance. 295

On the contrary, Challenge-based High-level con- 296

trollers aim at, e.g., strengthening the muscles by op- 297

posing to task completion –e.g., resistive methods [92]– 298

, enhancing error detection –e.g., error augmentation 299

methods [93]–, and increasing movement variability – 300

e.g., perturbation methods [94]. These challenge-based 301

control strategies might lead to improvements in phys- 302

ical performance, movement control, walking speed, 303

and functional independence, especially in people in 304

the late stages of the rehabilitation or with mild im- 305

pairment [95–98]. 306

Evidence seems to indicate that the aim of the con- 307

trol strategy of an exoskeleton for people with brain 308

injuries should be to stimulate physical/cognitive en- 309

gagement and motor learning rather than enforce 310

repetitive movements with low variability [21]. In par- 311

ticular, in people with moderate/mild brain injuries, 312

excessive assistance may have a negative influence on 313

motor learning, as the dynamics of the task to be 314

learned is different from the trained task [99]. To pro- 315

mote users’ active participation, the device should en- 316

gage the users wearing the exoskeleton to, e.g., ac- 317

tively initiate each step or control their balance. Thus, 318

generic controllers [100] that do not adapt their as- 319

sistance/resistance based on users’ needs might not 320

be the most effective ones for gait rehabilitation of 321

people with brain injuries who preserve partial or full 322

volitional control [91, 101, 102]. Robotic training us- 323

ing adaptive controllers that modulate the assistance 324
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Mid-Level
Control

Low-Level
Control

Reference Actuation 
Command

Control Aim

State
Estimated

High-Level Control

Control System

Human-Robot
Synchronization

AimSignals from 
Human-Exoskeleton

Figure 2 General Control System Diagram. The signals from the Human-Exoskeleton –e.g., human-robot interaction forces, limbs’
kinematics, and/or recorded human muscle or brain activity– are processed sequentially by three different blocks –each corresponding
to High-, Mid- and Lower-level control–, to generate the actuation command. High-Level Control: The Control Aim defines the role
of the exoskeleton in the overall performance of the human-exoskeleton system, i.e., enhance or hinder task completion. The
human-robot synchronization block generates an estimation of the actual state and is used by the Mid-level control strategy,
together with the control aim, to provide reference values –e.g., desired position or force– to the Low-level controller. The Low-level
controller then transforms that reference into actual assistive/resistive force/motion and sends the actuation command to the
exoskeleton hardware.

based on users’ performance might be more effective325

to stimulate motor learning than those that enforce326

generic “normative” movements independently of the327

users’ capabilities [103].328

To maximize the users’ physical and cognitive en-329

gagement/effort and prevent “slaking” [104], adap-330

tive strategies provide tailored assistance or resistance331

based on real-time biomechanical measurements dur-332

ing locomotion (e.g., joint kinematics [105] and ground333

reaction forces [92]). The controller adaptation to the334

user’s specific needs might be done by modifying the335

parameters of a reference trajectory [106–108] or the336

dynamics of a virtual compliant model [109–111].337

Synchronization to the user’s motion is a key factor338

to effectively benefit from the exoskeleton therapy, e.g.,339

reducing adaptation time and metabolic rate [100].340

Most of the Mid-level control strategies need an es-341

timation of the current action performed by the user342

to properly assist or resist her/his motion, i.e., to syn-343

chronize the human and the robot. The human-robot344

synchronization sub-level within the High-level con-345

trol estimates the state of the user by using determinis-346

tic or stochastic methods based on recorded kinematic,347

kinetic, and/or bioelectric data –e.g., joint kinemat-348

ics [112], ground reaction forces [113], human-robot349

interaction forces [106], muscular activity [114], and350

brain activity [115]– (see Figure 3.B).351

Threshold-based algorithms differentiate between352

states –e.g., gait phases [116], falling [117], and start-353

stop walking [118]– following a state-machine structure354

that allows the transition between states depending on 355

logical rules. 356

Stochastic algorithms, on the other hand, infer the 357

state throughout statistical models, e.g., using Linear 358

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [115], Hidden Markov 359

Models [119], Principal Component Analysis [120], K- 360

Nearest Neighbours [121], or Neural Networks [122]. 361

This family of human-robot synchronization methods 362

is particularly useful to plan the gait pattern of the 363

exoskeleton based on vision-based environment classi- 364

fication due to the high performance of stochastic al- 365

gorithms to classify environments using images [123]. 366

Bio-inspired models are emerging as an alternative 367

to threshold-based and stochastic algorithms. For ex- 368

ample, adaptive oscillators are non-linear models that 369

synchronize with a teaching signal –e.g., the thigh an- 370

gle in the sagittal plane [124]– in phase, frequency and 371

amplitude, mimicking bio-inspired behaviours [125]. 372

The estimated output from the adaptive oscillator – 373

e.g., phase of the input signal– is used to estimate the 374

phase of the gait or to generate reference joint trajecto- 375

ries to assist or resist the human motion [124,126,127]. 376

The main disadvantage of adaptive oscillators, how- 377

ever, is that they require a precise parameter tuning 378

to quickly synchronize with the human periodic mo- 379

tion [128]. 380

Nevertheless, all human-robot synchronization meth- 381

ods require a parameter tuning to properly adapt to 382

each specific user’s gait as they are not generalizable 383
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Adaptive
Oscillator

Current state

Next state
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Stochastic Algorithm
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Metric

Adaptive Oscillator

Probabilistic
Model

I. II. III.

Human

Exoskeleton

+

+

Assistive Control

Human

Exoskeleton

+

-

Challenge-Based Control

Human

Exoskeleton

Adapt
 Performance

+

+/-

Adaptive Control

Adaptation
Mechanism

Updated Control
Parameters

I. II. III.
Enhance

Performance
Hinder

 Performance

Control Aim

Human-Robot Synchronization

Mid-Level Control

A.

B.

C.

Impedance/Admittance
Controller

Measured
EMG/EEG Activity

Position/Force
Sensor

Muscle/Brain
Activation

Position/Torque
Trajectory Generator

Desired
Position/Torque

Torque/Position
Estimator

EMG/EEG 
Sensor

Interaction
Position/Force

State Estimated, Aim

Measured
Position/Force

Trajectory-Tracking Control Compliant ControlNeuromuscular Control

Mid-Level Control
Motion/Force

HumanExoskeleton

Figure 3 Taxonomy of High- and Mid-Level controllers. (A) Control Aim: (A.I) In assistive control, the exoskeleton provides
support to enhance the movement performance during training. (A.II) Conversely, in challenge-based control mode, the exoskeleton
provides actions that hinder the human performance. (A.III) Adaptive control adjusts the system parameters based on the
human-robot performance to provide adjusted assistance or resistance. (B) Human-Robot Synchronization: (B.I) Threshold-based
algorithms ensure the transition between states whether the detection metric fulfils a pre-defined threshold. (B.II) In stochastic
algorithms, the transition between states for the same set of initial conditions and algorithm parameters might be different due to
the inherent randomness of the models used. (B.III) Adaptive oscillators use the periodic motion of the user to extract its phase
either to generate a control signal or to determine the actual state of the user, e.g., the phase of the gait. (C) We categorize the
Mid-level control strategies used in lower-limb exoskeletons for gait rehabilitation into three families: Trajectory-tracking control
generates reference assistive or resistive torque/position profiles based on parameterized or pre-recorded position/torque trajectories;
neuromuscular control uses recorded biosignals (e.g., brain/muscle signals) to generate the control signal for the Low-level control;
and compliant controllers regulate the impedance or admittance of the exoskeleton by modifying the dynamic relation between
movement and force or force and velocity respectively.

enough to avoid patient-to-patient variability [129].384

This process is laborious, as therapists must manu-385

ally tune the parameters offline relying only on feed-386

back from the patients and subjective visual assess-387

ments [130,131]. Automatic adaptation [132] based on 388

the users’ intention and/or gait parameters, such as 389

gait speed [133–135], might facilitate the usability of 390

these methods. 391
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Mid-level control392

Mid-level control employs sensor measurements, the393

control aim, and the state inferred by the human-394

robot synchronization to generate reference control395

commands used by the Low-level control to apply the396

actuation command (see Figure 2). Three different397

families of Mid-level control strategies can be distin-398

guished depending on the control inputs/outputs and399

controllers employed (see Figure 3.C).400

Trajectory-tracking control generates predefined po-401

sition or force trajectories as reference commands402

to provide assistance/resistance. These trajectories403

are usually determined based on pre-recordings of404

unimpaired individuals (e.g., hip and knee flexion-405

extension, and ankle plantarflexion-dorsiflexion torques406

[136]), information from the non-paretic limb (e.g.,407

hip and knee flexion-extension angles [112, 137]), or408

pre-recorded trajectories during therapist-guided as-409

sistance (e.g., foot trajectory [138] or knee flexion-410

extension [139]).411

Neuromuscular control strategies use biosignal record-412

ings as control signals to decode the actions of413

the user and send reference values to the Low-level414

control [140]. Common approaches, like myoelectric415

[107, 141, 142] and Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)416

[143, 144] control, use muscular –electromyography417

(EMG)– and brain –electroencephalography (EEG)–418

signals, respectively, to handle the control objective.419

Lastly, compliant controllers [145, 146] regulate the420

impedance [119,147] or admittance [148,149] levels of421

the exoskeleton by modifying the dynamic relation be-422

tween movement and force or force and velocity, re-423

spectively, using virtual dynamics of springs, dampers,424

or masses. The combination of trajectory-tracking con-425

trol [105] or neuromuscular control [150] with compli-426

ant control usually provides a more flexible behaviour427

to the exoskeleton during rehabilitation –e.g., by al-428

lowing more movement variability around the desired429

trajectory–, compared to conventional rigid Low-level430

controllers such as proportional-derivative (PD) con-431

trollers [151,152].432

Review433

Implementation of Control Strategies434

In this section we provide an overview of the High and435

Mid-Level control strategies implemented in the stud-436

ies included in this review from a technological point of437

view, without focusing on clinical aspects (see Figure438

4.A). Exoskeletons used with people with stroke and439

cerebral palsy are highlighted as these two were the440

most predominant pathologies in the reviewed studies441

(see Figures 4.B-C).442

High-Level Control: Control Aim 443

The majority of the exoskeletons validated on stroke 444

survivors (78.9 %) and children/adults with cerebral 445

palsy (50.0 %) implemented assistive strategies that 446

adapted their behaviour depending on the user’s inten- 447

tion and/or capabilities. The controller adaptation to 448

the user’s specific needs was mainly done by modifying 449

the reference trajectory (67.4 % for all the pathologies, 450

71.0 % for stroke and 50.0 % for CP) or the dynamics 451

of a compliant controller (6.9 % for all the patholo- 452

gies, 7.9 % for stroke and 0.0 % for CP). A majority 453

of the exoskeletons adapted online either the reference 454

trajectories [106–108] or parameters of the compliant 455

models [109–111] based on real-time measurements of 456

the patient’s biomechanics, e.g., the ankle angle track- 457

ing error [153], gait speed [107], or ground reaction 458

forces [154]. There were also a few examples of devices 459

that tuned the timing and magnitude of the assistance 460

offline based on the patient’s motor function, previ- 461

ously assessed by the therapists [129,131,155,156]. 462

Only 10.5 % of the exoskeletons for stroke reha- 463

bilitation and 20.0 % for cerebral palsy validated 464

challenged-based control strategies, e.g., using re- 465

sistive forces [157–159], perturbing forces [94], or hap- 466

tic error augmentation [160]. All the challenge-based 467

control strategies (11.6 % of the exoskeletons for all 468

pathologies) implemented in these studies were adap- 469

tive as they modified their behaviour based on the 470

user’s gait performance –e.g., based on the tracking 471

error [159,160], or ground reaction forces [157]– or ap- 472

plied the control action on participant-dependent in- 473

stants of the gait cycle [94, 158]. 474

Notably, none of the reviewed studies adapted the 475

assistance/resistance based on direct gait biomechan- 476

ical descriptors of the brain-injured population. This 477

might be due to the small number of reviewed stud- 478

ies that analyzed the effect of the control parame- 479

ters on the participants’ gait kinematics and kinet- 480

ics [108, 153, 155, 161–163]. Besides, the majority of 481

these few studies only focused on analyzing the effect 482

of the timing and magnitude of the assistive torque 483

or position trajectories on ankle power [155], walk- 484

ing speed, step length, joint kinematics [108,162,163], 485

metabolic cost, or muscular activity [161]. Only one 486

study explored the effect of varying the parameters of 487

an impedance model on the ankle position on the sagit- 488

tal plane [153]. Yet, biomechanical metrics –e.g., step 489

length [164], hip hiking [165], and trailing-limb angle 490

during the stance phase [166]– might more directly re- 491

flect the user’s rehabilitation progress. 492

High-Level Control: Human-Robot Synchronization 493

Threshold-based approaches were the most imple- 494

mented human-robot synchronization algorithms on 495
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Figure 4 Overview of exoskeletons based on their High- and Mid-level control strategies. Each color represents the different
families inside the High- and Mid-level controllers and the symbols point out the categories inside these families. (A) Percentage of
exoskeletons that implemented the different families and categories of High- and Mid-level controllers for all the pathologies included
in this review. Note that the the same exoskeleton could incorporate different controllers, and therefore, the summation of
percentages can be higher than 100%. (B-C) Circular plots illustrate the High- and Mid-level control strategies of exoskeletons
tested on people with stroke (B) and cerebral palsy (C). Each circular sector represents a different exoskeleton and every ring
represents different levels of the control hierarchy. The outer ring is the control aim, the middle ring is the human-robot
synchronization, and the inner ring is the Mid-level control. If a symbol lies in the middle of a subdivision within a sector, it implies
that the characteristic related to that symbol applies to both subdivisions.
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lower-limb exoskeletons for people with brain injuries496

in general (72.1 % of exoskeletons), and stroke sur-497

vivors (73.6 % of the exoskeletons) and cerebral palsy498

participants (80.0 % of the exoskeletons) in particular.499

Adaptive oscillators were tested with people with500

stroke in four different exoskeletons (10.5 % of the ex-501

oskeletons) using sagittal lower-limb segment angles,502

joint angles, or robot-human interaction forces as syn-503

chronization signals [108,167–169].504

A few number of devices (25.6 %) did not imple-505

ment any type of event detection algorithm for human-506

robot synchronization, probably because they did not507

strictly need it [170–176]. Most of them were grounded508

exoskeletons that either enforced joint angle reference509

trajectories during gait –based on the unimpaired joint510

movement– using non-adaptive assistive control strate-511

gies [170, 171], or employed an adaptive assistive con-512

troller around the desired trajectory [172–176].513

Only one exoskeleton in this review implemented514

stochastic methods to distinguish between different515

locomotion modes, i.e., stop, normal walk, accelera-516

tion, and deceleration [115]. They used linear discrim-517

inant analysis (LDA) with EEG signals to differentiate518

between the frequencies of the brain activity associated519

to each mode.520

We consider that two main reasons may have led to521

the lack of implementation of stochastic methods:522

(1) having a stochastic model that is flexible and able523

to capture the variance of the population (i.e., does not524

underfit) requires training data that captures the het-525

erogeneity of people with brain injuries, which might526

be difficult to obtain [177]; and (2) the difficulty of get-527

ting robust stochastic models hinders their application528

in commercial exoskeletons, as regulatory bodies im-529

pose strict safety standards to validate such devices for530

clinical use [178].531

Exoskeletons and prosthesis share similar challenges532

in terms of human-robot synchronization, but in the533

case of prosthetic devices, the tendency to apply534

stochastic methods is higher than using threshold-535

based approaches [179, 180]. This might be explained536

by the homogeneity in the gait of amputees compared537

to the heterogeneity observed in people with brain in-538

juries [181–183]. Nevertheless, as in the case of low-539

limb exoskeletons, there is a lack of use of stochastic540

methods in commercially available prostheses [184].541

We have not found any exoskeleton in the frame-542

work of this review that implements algorithms that543

automatically adapt the threshold values or model544

parameters related to gait event identification algo-545

rithms. Gait state detection methods with the ability546

to adapt to diverse walking conditions, e.g., different547

cadences [185], are still pending to be implemented548

and validated on exoskeletons for people with brain549

injuries.550

The most common metric used to detect gait events 551

was the vertical ground reaction force (62.8 % for all 552

the pathologies, 60.5 % for stroke and 50.0 % for CP), 553

probably due to its simplicity in the theoretical and 554

practical implementation [186]. Ground reaction forces 555

are directly related with the physics of foot-ground in- 556

teraction. Normal or vertical force component is the 557

one that allows to identify the phases of the foot con- 558

tact and lift. Force-sensing resistors, placed at partic- 559

ular foot locations –e.g., heel, toe, and first and/or 560

fifth metatarsals–, were generally used to measure this 561

metric [94,106,110,111,161,163,176,187–203]. Alterna- 562

tively, instrumented treadmills were employed to mea- 563

sure anterior-posterior ground reaction forces to de- 564

termine the timing of the ankle plantarflexion assis- 565

tance [107,204]. However, the suitability of this metric 566

to treat people with brain injuries is questionable due 567

to their irregular center of pressure trajectory along a 568

walking cycle. The lack of uniformity might come from 569

equinovarus deformity [205], excessive hip external ro- 570

tation [16, 206], or reduced propioception [207, 208]. 571

Thus, it might be challenging to develop robust gait 572

event detection algorithms that use ground reaction 573

forces for this specific population. 574

Human-robot interaction forces have only been im- 575

plemented on two exoskeletons (4.6 %). In the first 576

exoskeleton, the human-robot interaction forces were 577

employed to feed a threshold-based algorithm to de- 578

tect the swing phase [106], while in the second ex- 579

oskeleton they were used as the teaching signal of a 580

pool of adaptive oscillators [108]. Only a few devices 581

used human-robot interaction forces as control inputs 582

[106, 115, 155, 189, 209], which might explain why the 583

use of this metric to detect actions or states is scarce 584

in exoskeletons for people with brain injuries. The me- 585

chanical adaptation of the exoskeleton required to di- 586

rectly measure this metric might be behind the rare 587

use of this metric. 588

Only a few reviewed studies incorporated biosignals 589

as metrics in their human-robot synchronization algo- 590

rithms (4.6 % of the exoskeletons for all the patholo- 591

gies). For example, EEG was used by only one ex- 592

oskeleton [115] to detect different locomotion modes, 593

i.e., stop, normal walk, acceleration, and deceleration. 594

Problems related to EEG analysis, such as feature 595

extraction and artifact removal [58, 210, 211], might 596

make the implementation of reliable control strategies 597

a challenge. Furthermore, EEG-based synchronization 598

might require high levels of attention from the patient, 599

which might result in fatigue [212], and thus, might 600

limit the training duration. Nevertheless, brain activ- 601

ity might be especially useful for individuals who suffer 602

from a severe neurological condition, such as paraple- 603

gia [213,214]. 604
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In people who preserve their voluntary muscle con-605

trol over the affected limbs, muscular activity might606

be a more suitable metric compared to brain activity.607

Yet, only two devices [111,114] validated muscular ac-608

tivity as an event detection metric in people with brain609

injuries. These devices employed muscular activity610

(EMG) from the trunk, hip, and knee flexor/extensor611

muscles to trigger the control action. There are several612

limitations associated with the use of muscular activ-613

ity to detect gait events. First, surface electromyogra-614

phy (sEMG) signals suffer from non-robustness due to615

patient-to-patient variability and sensor-placement de-616

pendency [38, 59]. Moreover, muscular activity might617

not be reliable in individuals who have abnormal mus-618

cle activation patterns, such as stroke and CP sur-619

vivors [58,215].620

We consider that joint or body segment kinematic621

metrics (used in 41.8 % of the exoskeletons for all the622

pathologies, 36.8 % for stroke, and 40.0 % for CP)623

might be more reliable metrics in human-robot syn-624

chronization algorithms when detecting events with625

brain-injured people [216], as higher homogeneity in626

kinematic metrics can be found among people with627

hemiplegic gait [217,218]. In particular, the shank ab-628

solute angle and angular velocity in the sagittal plane629

have been shown to be especially robust metrics to630

detect gait events in people with hemiplegic gait [219].631

Mid-Level Control632

Trajectory-tracking control is the most used Mid-633

level control strategy in lower limb exoskeletons for re-634

habilitation (97.7 %). The most common approach is635

to enforce predefined reference position or torque tra-636

jectories defined based on data of unimpaired joints637

[69, 191, 220]. Trajectory-tracking control was com-638

bined with compliant control (28.9 % of the ex-639

oskeletons for stroke and 20.0 % of the exoskeletons640

for CP) in assistive controllers based on potential641

[102,106,175,189,221] or velocity fields [105]. In these642

examples, the assistive action of the exoskeleton varied643

based on the joint kinematic errors.644

Only four devices (13.9 % of the exoskeletons) that645

used myoelectric control were validated on people with646

brain injuries [66, 107, 111, 204]. Myoelectric control647

is one of the least often employed mid-level control648

strategies in post-stroke (10.5 % of the exoskeletons)649

and cerebral palsy (10.0 % of the exoskeletons) reha-650

bilitation, according to the results of this review. The651

aforementioned issues with muscle activity recording652

and analysis (see High-Level Control: Human-Robot653

Synchronization for a detailed discussion) might be654

behind the low adoption of this mid-level control tech-655

nique. Nonetheless, myoelectric control has a high ap-656

plicability for people who preserve volitional control657

of the muscles, such as users of robotic prosthetic de- 658

vices [222]. 659

None of the reviewed studies incorporated BCI con- 660

trol with people with brain injuries. Problems re- 661

lated to the extraction of relevant information from, 662

e.g., EEG recordings (see High-Level Control: Human- 663

Robot Synchronization for a detailed discussion) might 664

also explain the lack of usage of this Mid-level con- 665

trol technique in exoskeletons for people with brain in- 666

juries. EMG is a viable alternative or adjunct to EEG 667

for detecting movement intention or generating control 668

signals, but the practical benefits of using EMG over 669

EEG, e.g., shorter set-up time, more compactness, and 670

lower doning/offing times, might explain why myoelec- 671

tric control has been more often used than BCI con- 672

trol [214]. Few studies, aside the ones included in this 673

review, evaluated the feasibility of using EEG signals 674

for BCI control of exoskeletons for people with brain 675

injuries without implementing the BCI controllers on 676

the devices [223,224]. 677

Clinical Validation 678

This section provides an overview of the most impor- 679

tant characteristics of the clinical validation of the 680

robotic interventions, i.e., participants’ demographics, 681

protocol design, and outcome measures. The results 682

summarized in this section only incorporate partici- 683

pants who tested the exoskeletons and not participants 684

in the control group. See Additional file 1 to have a 685

more detailed description about the studies included 686

in the clinical validation. 687

Participants’ Demographics 688

Stroke was the main pathology of the participants re- 689

cruited for the studies included in this review (74 % of 690

the studies) (see Figure 5.A). The majority of the par- 691

ticipants with stroke were in the chronic phase (55.41 692

% of participants with stroke), followed by subacute 693

(33.83 %) and acute (10.76 %) phases. Cerebral Palsy 694

was included in only 20 % of the studies, while the rep- 695

resentation of other brain injuries, like traumatic brain 696

injury (1.2%) or acquired brain injury (1.88 %), was 697

scarce. It is especially remarkable that despite the high 698

incidence of traumatic brain injury, only two studies 699

focused on this specific population [225,226]. 700

Experimental Protocol 701

High variability was found in the number of partici- 702

pants (14.87± 13.53), number of sessions (11.77± 12.20), 703

session frequency (times per week; 3.09± 1.68), and 704

session duration (50.57± 34.06 min) (see Figure 5.C). 705

Previous reviews that analyzed the protocol of robotic 706

treatment reported similar high variability [40, 46]. 707

Some studies did not provide complete information 708
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about the experimental protocol, e.g., they did not709

mention the number (15.09 %), duration (33.33 %), or710

frequency (31.44 %) of the training sessions.711

Free walking without the exoskeleton was the condi-712

tion most often employed to compare the robotic treat-713

ment with (39.62 %) (see Figure 5.B). There were also714

studies that compared the robotic treatment with con-715

ventional gait therapy (22.01 %), while other studies716

compared the robotic treatment with the effect of us-717

ing the device unpowered (10.69 %) or in zero torque718

mode (6.92 %).719

The average level of evidence of the studies included720

in this review was low. The majority of the studies721

were observational (66.04 %), while only 10.06 % and722

22.64 % were CTs and RCTs, respectively. Only 12.58723

% of the studies did a follow-up evaluation after the724

robotic intervention, on average four months after the725

last intervention.726

Outcomes of Interest727

Ambulation scales were the main metrics used to clas-728

sify the initial functional level of participants for all the729

studies. The participants’ baseline was determined us-730

ing metrics that analyzed their level of impairment and731

motor function –GMFM (19.50 %), FMA (13.21 %),732

and Brunnstrom Stage (BS) (7.55 %)–, mobility –TUG733

(10.06 %), FAC (29.56 %), BBS (14.47 %)–, spasticity734

–modified ashworth scale (MAS) (15.09 %)–, and func-735

tional capacity and activities of daily living –walking736

speed (56.6%), 10MWT (20.75%), 6MWT (16.98 %),737

FIM (8.81 %), and Barthel Index (BI) (11.32 %)– (see738

Figure 6.A).739

A critical limitation we encountered when compar-740

ing robotic treatments was the low homogeneity across741

studies in the selected outcome measures after the742

treatment, as no metric was used in more than 50 %743

of the studies (see Figure 6.B). Ambulation scales to-744

gether with spatio-temporal parameters were similarly745

used to determine the effect of the robotic treatment746

(62.89 % of the studies). Within these families of met-747

rics, gait speed was the most used metric in the re-748

viewed studies (37.74 %), followed by cadence (25.16749

%), and step length (23.27 %). Joint kinematics was750

also often used to quantify the effect of the robotic in-751

tervention (44.65 %). Hip (22.64 %), knee (27.67 %),752

and ankle (18.87 %) ranges of motion (RoM) in the753

sagittal plane were the most often selected kinematic754

metrics.755

Finally, the number of studies that analyzed the mus-756

cular activity through sEMG was lower in comparison757

with the aforementioned families of metrics (20.75 %).758

The main analyzed muscles were the ankle dorsiflexor759

(tibialis anterior, 10.69 %) and plantaflexor (gastroc-760

nemius, 8.81 %; and soleus, 6.92 %) muscles, and the761

knee extensor (rectus femoris, 9.43 %; and vastus later- 762

alis, 5.03 %) and flexor (semitendinosus, 6.92 %) mus- 763

cles. Less frequently employed metrics include those 764

related to gait dynamics (18.23 %, where the most used 765

was ankle torque in 5.03 % of the studies) –i.e., joint 766

torques and ground reaction forces–, energy expendi- 767

ture (10.69 %, where the most used was oxygen con- 768

sumption in 5.66 % of the studies), and neural activity, 769

i.e., brain activation and cortex excitability (6.29 %). 770

Clinical Comparison of the Control Strategies 771

This section quantifies the relation between the con- 772

trol strategies and the clinical metrics presented in the 773

subsection Outcomes of interest for the clinical com- 774

parison to compare among strategies. 775

Based on the included studies, we could only extract 776

moderate conclusions from the studies that involved 777

post-stroke participants. The studies that involved pa- 778

tients with CP or traumatic brain injury, did not allow 779

for a comparison of the control strategies implemented, 780

due to the lack of studies with exoskeletons using dif- 781

ferent control strategies. For the case of CP, in the 782

studies that incorporated the main outcomes of inter- 783

est, participants were pooled together, independently 784

of their GMFCS level [227–230]. Only in a few studies 785

that used the Lokomat [231–235] and CPWalker [236] 786

the outcomes of interests selected in Outcomes of inter- 787

est for the clinical comparison were evaluated and dif- 788

ferentiated between different GMFCS levels. However, 789

those studies implemented the same family of control 790

strategies, namely adaptive assistive control strategies 791

without human-robot synchronization algorithms that 792

combined trajectory-tracking and compliant control, 793

and thus, no comparison between controllers was pos- 794

sible. 795

Regarding the experimental protocol of the studies 796

included in this section, we observed similar high vari- 797

ability in the number of participants and training du- 798

ration than that found for the studies included in the 799

previous section (see subsection Experimental Proto- 800

col). 801

See Additional file 3 for a detailed table of the control 802

strategies implemented in the reviewed studies and the 803

results obtained in the main outcomes of interest for 804

people with stroke. 805

Acute Stroke 806

From the originally listed outcome metrics of inter- 807

est, FIM was the only metric that allowed an un- 808

biased and direct comparison of the effectiveness of 809

different control strategies in acute stroke rehabilita- 810

tion [142, 237–240]. The participants included in the 811

considered studies (35.80± 22.07 participants) pre- 812

sented an average initial FIM score of 2.5± 1.29 and 813
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Figure 5 Overview of the participants’ demographics and experimental protocol characteristics. (A) Percentage distribution of the
pathologies of the participants included in the reviewed studies. (B) Percentage distribution of main control conditions in the studies.
(C) Histograms of number of participants (top left), number of sessions (top right), sessions frequency (times per week; bottom
left), and session duration (bottom right) across the selected studies.

an average training time of the robotic intervention of814

360± 244.95 min.815

Adaptive assistive control strategies that imple- 816

mented a combination of trajectory-tracking and com- 817
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Figure 6 Overview of the main baseline and outcome metrics. (A) Percentage distribution of the metrics that were used in at least
5 % of the studies to determine the initial functioning level of participants. (B) Percentage distribution of the outcome measures of
the robotic interventions that were used in at least 5 % of the studies grouped by categories, i.e., ambulation scales/tests,
spatio-temporal measurements, joint kinematics, muscular activity (EMG), dynamics, and energy expenditure. Functional
Ambulation Category (FAC), 10 Meter Walk Test (10MWT), 6 Minute Walk Test (6MWT), Gross Motor Function Measure
(GMFM), Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS), Berg Balance Scale (BBS), Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA), Barthel Index (BI),
Timed-Up and Go (TUG), Functional Independence Measure (FIM) and Brunnstrom Stage (BS).

pliant Mid-level control showed an improvement after818

training of 272.73 % in FIM [237] with a strong grade of819

evidence. Conversely, non-adaptive assistive strategies820

that included a threshold-based algorithm based on821

EMG recordings as detection metric and control sig-822

nal showed an improvement after training of 58.33 % 823

in FIM with moderate grade of evidence [142,238–240]. 824

However, the observed higher improvement in FIM in 825

the adaptive assistive control strategies could also be 826

explained by the longer training duration when using 827
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these adaptive techniques (≈ 600 min) compared to828

the duration of training with non-adaptive assistive829

strategies (≈ 240 min).830

Subacute Stroke831

The metrics analyzed in studies with people in the832

subacute phase after stroke focused on: motor func-833

tion (LE-FMA) [241–245], gait endurance (6MWT)834

[69, 242, 244, 246, 247], and general mobility (TUG)835

[242, 244, 246]. The initial scores of the outcomes of836

interest that allowed for comparison between differ-837

ent control strategies were on average: LE-FMA =838

18.87± 3.75, 6MWT = 114.45± 40.77 m and TUG839

= 29.42± 10.2 s. The number of participants and the840

training duration were on average 26.31± 17.83 and841

672.72± 453.89 min, respectively.842

Non-adaptive assistive control strategies that incor-843

porated a threshold-based algorithm using EMG as the844

detection metric and control signal provided the high-845

est improvements in all outcomes measures [241–243].846

Importantly, this type of control showed similar or847

higher improvements with shorter training duration848

and higher grade of evidence (strong level) in LE-FMA849

(12.66 % improvement), 6MWT (69.59 %) and TUG850

(50.74 %), compared to the other control strategies im-851

plemented in other studies. However, the average num-852

ber of participants (8 participants) was smaller than853

in other studies (25.5 participants), which reduces the854

impact of this result.855

Nevertheless, as mentioned in the High-Level Con-856

trol: Human-Robot Synchronization section, myoelec-857

tric control suffers from several technical limitations858

when employed in individuals with abnormal mus-859

cle activation patterns. Thus, it is possible that al-860

ternative detection metrics (e.g., based on lower-limb861

kinematics) and Mid-level control strategies (e.g.,862

trajectory-tracking with/or compliant control) might863

produce greater improvements with shorter training864

time in subacute stroke participants [248–252].865

Only one study combined two different control866

strategies separately on the same robotic treatment867

[244]. In particular, the authors combined EMG868

together with non-adaptive assistive control to a869

trajectory-tracking Mid-level control that used a870

threshold-based synchronization algorithm with ground871

reaction forces as detection metric in different ses-872

sions. When compared with other control strategies873

from other studies, the combination of the two control874

strategies in Watanabe et. al. [244] reached similar875

improvements with shorter training time and higher876

grade of evidence in LE-FMA (8.42 %), 6MWT (60.39877

%), and TUG (39.57 %).878

Chronic Stroke 879

Studies on people in the chronic phase after stroke 880

were the only ones that used all the metrics de- 881

scribed in the Outcomes of interest for the clinical 882

comparison subsection. The mean baseline values (i.e., 883

baseline condition) were: 6MWT = 197.03± 58.53 m 884

[156,167,170,189,253–262], 10MWT= 0.42± 0.23 m/s 885

[156, 167, 170, 253, 256, 263–268], BBS = 44.00± 6.94 886

[156,167,170,189,253,254,258,260–264,269–271], TUG 887

= 31.85± 20.00 s [156,189,253,256,257,260,268–270], 888

and LE-FMA = 37.26± 53.80 [156, 167, 169, 170, 189, 889

255,257,258,260,267]. The average number of partici- 890

pants per study and the mean training duration were 891

16.95± 12.80 and 1036.09± 905.31 min, respectively. 892

Results present a preeminence of adaptive over non- 893

adaptive control strategies in studies with people in 894

the chronic phase of stroke. Specifically, adaptive as- 895

sistance, together with adaptive oscillators that use 896

lower-limb kinematic information to synchronize the 897

robot with the user’s motion and with a trajectory- 898

tracking control as Mid-level control, achieved the 899

best results. Robotic treatments using adaptive con- 900

trol strategies showed higher or similar improvements 901

–i.e., improvement of 46.0 % in 6MWT, 34.0 % in 902

10MWT, 25.10 % in LE-FMA, and 11.30 % in BBS 903

after the treatment– with shorter or similar training 904

duration and higher grade of evidence, compared to 905

other control strategies implemented in other studies 906

[167, 169]. Control strategies that implemented adap- 907

tive assistance in combination with trajectory track- 908

ing and compliant control showed the highest increase 909

in TUG (20.42 %) and LE-FMA (27.76 %), with a 910

strong grade of evidence [255–258,267–270]. However, 911

these studies also involved the longest training dura- 912

tion. Therefore, the superior improvement might be 913

related not only to the control strategy employed, but 914

also to the longer training duration (mean: 1148.3 min) 915

in comparison with the studies that used different con- 916

trol strategies and that also evaluated these metrics 917

(mean: 743.5 min). 918

Similar improvements in the 10MWT and BBS 919

(28.82 % and 12.39 %, respectively) were observed 920

when non-adaptive assistance controllers with a threshold-921

based approach using EMG as detection metric and 922

control signal were employed [263–265]. However, the 923

grade of evidence and the number of participants were 924

lower in comparison to the aforementioned studies that 925

implemented adaptive controllers. Furthermore, this 926

type of controller was the only one that had a nega- 927

tive effect on the TUG score (-3.61 %) [263,264]. 928

Only one study evaluated adaptive resistive control 929

strategies in people in the chronic phase of stroke [261]. 930

The authors reported an increase in 6MWT (5.00 %) 931

and BBS (7.14 %), which are similar to the ones re- 932

ported for adaptive assistive control. Based on this, 933
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we advocate that more studies implementing resistive934

control strategies need to be carried out to provide935

stronger evidence on their clinical effectiveness.936

Discussion937

The main contribution of this systematic review is938

that it provides a classification of the control strate-939

gies implemented on lower-limb exoskeletons, analyzes940

the experimental methodology used in the robotic in-941

terventions, and compares the clinical effectiveness of942

the control strategies when used –together with the943

exoskeleton– as a gait rehabilitation tool for people944

with brain injuries. In the following subsections, we945

respond to the posed three research questions of this946

review.947

Which control strategies have been used on powered948

lower limb exoskeletons for people with brain injuries?949

Regarding the implementation of High-level con-950

trollers, we found that adaptive assistive control951

strategies are the most widely implemented on lower-952

limb exoskeletons for people with brain injuries. Al-953

though they were shown to be effective, most of the954

controllers included in this review did not adapt the955

assistance based on meaningful biomechanical met-956

rics such as hip hiking or circumduction. Thus, it is957

an open question whether adaptive controllers that958

modulate the assistance based on biomechanical de-959

scriptors of the participants’ current impairments, e.g.,960

propulsion force and foot clearance, would potentially961

outperform current solutions. Comprehensive studies962

analyzing the effect of the exoskeleton control param-963

eters on clinically meaningful biomechanical metrics964

might allow the development of adaptive control rules965

that directly tackle the main gait abnormalities of peo-966

ple with brain injuries [272,273].967

As for human-robot synchronization, we found968

that threshold-based techniques, which rely on ground969

reaction force as detection metric, are extensively used.970

Only a few devices used adaptive oscillators to syn-971

chronize the motion of the exoskeleton with that of the972

user. Yet, adaptive oscillators seem to have a high po-973

tential for this specific population. As an interesting re-974

sult, only one device included in this systematic review975

implemented stochastic methods for human-robot syn-976

chronization, despite their popularity in research and977

potential application in identification and classification978

of states and actions of the human-robot system. In re-979

cent years, novel approaches have been proposed that980

estimate biological joint torques using musculoskeletal981

modelling to control the action of the exoskeleton in a982

state-independent manner, i.e., with no need to detect983

gait events or different walking conditions, e.g., stair984

ascent and descent [150,274,275]. However, these con- 985

trol strategies still need further investigation to evalu- 986

ate their potential clinical effectiveness on people with 987

brain-injury. 988

For the Mid-level control, position trajectory- 989

tracking control was the most commonly used strat- 990

egy, which was combined in some cases with compliant 991

control to dynamically relate joint angles to forces or 992

torques. We consider that this approach might be the 993

most appropriate for devices that provide adaptive as- 994

sistance, as it fosters the dynamic synergy between the 995

user and the device. Only a few devices implemented 996

myoelectric control, while none of them employed BCI 997

to control lower-limb exoskeletons in this population. 998

We attribute this shortage to the difficulty of develop- 999

ing generalized control laws that use EMG or EEG as 1000

control signals with people with brain injuries. 1001

What are the experimental protocols and outcome 1002

metrics used for the clinical validation of robotic 1003

interventions? 1004

We found a wide heterogeneity in the experimental 1005

protocols and the selection of the outcomes of interest 1006

to evaluate the robotic interventions. Walking speed 1007

was the preferred metric to evaluate the participants’ 1008

initial impairment level and the effectiveness of the 1009

robotic treatment. Almost all studies included in this 1010

review focused on testing the exoskeletons on partic- 1011

ipants with stroke. Other types of brain injury rep- 1012

resented a low portion of the reviewed studies. The 1013

variety in the experimental protocols and the reported 1014

performance metrics are the main factors which hin- 1015

der the systematic comparison between the controllers’ 1016

effectiveness. 1017

What is the current clinical evidence on the 1018

effectiveness of the different control strategies? 1019

Adaptive assistive control strategies that implemented 1020

a combination of trajectory-tracking and compliant 1021

control showed the highest clinical effectiveness for 1022

acute stroke. Non-adaptive assistive control strate- 1023

gies that followed a threshold-based algorithm with 1024

EMG as detection metric and control signal provided 1025

the highest improvements in the outcome measures of 1026

interest for subacute stroke. Finally, adaptive oscil- 1027

lators that used lower limb kinematic information to 1028

assist the motion of the user together with trajectory- 1029

tracking as Mid-level control showed the highest im- 1030

provements for chronic stroke. Note that these con- 1031

clusions should be treated with the consideration that 1032

the number of studies for the clinical comparison of 1033

the control strategies was low. 1034
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Limitations and future steps1035

Although the number of studies that evaluated the ef-1036

fectiveness of robotic-assisted gait rehabilitation has1037

exponentially increased in the last decade, we still1038

found critical limitations in the clinical comparison of1039

the effectiveness of different control strategies. Only1040

a few studies compared different control strategies on1041

the same participants and using the same exoskele-1042

ton, hindering the possibility to extract clear conclu-1043

sions regarding the clinical effectiveness of each control1044

strategy for gait rehabilitation. In addition, sponta-1045

neous recovery [69] and compensation strategies prob-1046

ably contributed to increased scores on the outcome1047

metrics, making it challenging to purely evaluate the1048

effect of the different control strategies on functional1049

recovery among different studies.1050

Despite the average level of evidence of the studies1051

included in the clinical comparison is high, the num-1052

ber of studies for each family of control strategies is1053

still small. The reduced number of studies might be a1054

consequence of the regulatory framework for medical1055

devices, which limits the opportunity of validating the1056

technology at early stages of development. With cur-1057

rent tight regulations, testing devices at a low Tech-1058

nology Readiness Level (TRL) is subject to the same1059

requirements as those devices that are ready to be cer-1060

tified [117, 178, 276]. There is a lack of an ethical and1061

regulatory framework that enables researchers to in-1062

volve end-users in the co-creation and validation of1063

early-stage prototypes to quickly make technology ac-1064

cessible to the users, while guaranteeing the well-being1065

of patients and therapists.1066

Conclusion1067

Although remarkable efforts have been made into1068

developing novel sophisticated motor-learning driven1069

controllers to enhance gait rehabilitation, the major-1070

ity of the reviewed studies only provided a general1071

overview of the effect of the robotic controller on1072

patients with brain injuries. Future research should1073

evolve into structured and standardized studies that1074

aim at finding the relation between control strategies1075

and clinical outcome measures, controlling for the ef-1076

fects of participants’ initial impairment level and train-1077

ing duration. Current limitations might be overcome1078

when clinicians, researchers, industry, and regulatory1079

bodies work together to solve this urgent societal prob-1080

lem.1081
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